
The initiating brief: for class action with regard to, “extreme 
experimentation.”

The function of democracy is: to give power to the people 
through their constitution as is the actual government, by 
contractual deployment of our rights to participate as a society or 
nation. Those elemental rights, which create the foundation for our 
unity as a nation or people across this world is written for this 
nations USA;  as the preamble; which begins our journey as one.

Those words are:
WE the people of the United States, in order to form a more 

perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide 
for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure 
the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and 
establish this constitution for the USA.

There is no greater right, than the FIRST amendment:  which 
legally includes “......the right of the people to peaceably assemble, 
and to petition the government for redress of grievances”.

More simply; we have the legal right, by foundation law; to 
interrupt what is being done; and by vote alter that existence as we 
see fit. Because democracy means literally “we are the owners 
here”. 

The fourth amendment is: “the right of the people to be secure
in their persons, homes, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures shall not be violated.......”

more simply:  there is no greater violation of that foundation 
law, than to attack the very realities of life itself.  As is found in 
nature, planet, water, oxygen, energy and all that life does need to 
survive. Extreme experimentation: IS THAT ATTACK. And in most 



cases, past the point of no return, it cannot be turned back!

Therefore the assembling of signatures, from those people who
are then by law, going to demand “redress of grievances” we don't 
like where this is headed.  AND ARE DEMANDING BOTH 
INFORMATION AS IS EVIDENCE;   TO PROVE THE COST OF YOU 
BEING WRONG, with our world, with life itself.  BEFORE, we allow 
you to go any farther with threats, that can indeed and forever both
affect and change our lives or our world; or cause extinction to exist.

WE OWN THE LEGAL RIGHT, TO INTERVENE:  to claim a 
moratorium from the court. So that we the people can in fact review
what you are doing from the facts/ not the theories or claims: and 
then determine for ourselves. WHAT WE WILL, OR WE WILL NOT 
ALLOW YOU TO DO, anymore. 

Details and the collection of evidence for trial: come after the 
assertion:  this petition proves a right to proceed, and claim the 
courtroom for ourselves, our nation, and our world.


